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CHAPTER 2 

MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND AND MODELING 

2.1 Data transmission in WSN 

There are two different kinds of data transmission take place in WSN, and they are named as upward 

transmission and downward transmission. Plenty of researchers focused only on upward flow 

transmission, which can be utilized normally to assemble the sensing data. But downward 

communication also a significant part of actual deployed WSN in which it is often related to sensing 

content [28]. Still, based on the node’s ID, the downward transmission is implemented. Figure 2.1 

illustrates an example of topology, which contains nodes sensing values. The value of sensing 

content of all single node is given in the below circle [29]. If the sink node needs to transmit 

messages to the nodes with sensing contents (11, 15), how to perform it? It seems that N3, N6 and 

N7 nodes should process the message. The message should be transmitted by the sink nodes based 

on the node ID and with the specified content range. Based on the node’s sensing values, every 

single node must decide whether or not to process it. The process of message transmission can be 

easily fulfilled if all the sensing contents gets stored by each root node. However, the procedure of 

the storage mechanism may have poor scalability and costs too much memory. The node N2 stores 

sensing values of their subtree like 8, 6, 4, 3, and 34. To define the sensing contents of a subtree, a 

decimal value range (DEVR) rather could be designed, which is same as that of the content 

aggregation researches [30-32]. For instance, N2, N3 store the range: (3, 34), and (12, 15). When 

DEVR optimizes the storage performance, then the sensing range description for a subtree is not 

precise.  
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Figure 2.1 Node sensing values with an example topology  

The DEVR might result in invalid transmission for the content-based multicast texts. In Figure 2.1, 

the subtree value range is represented as N2 (3, 34), and N2 is the same. At first, the message is sent 

to N2 and then to N4 once the sink node needs to give notification to nodes whose sensing contents 

belong to (11, 5). These invalid transmissions consume processing and bandwidth resources.  

For anycast texts, it wants to be transmitted to any node. This also leads to redundant bandwidth 

consumption. It is not feasible to identify the path that will reach the nodes, which sustaining the 

content condition, so all the time, the messages are sent to all feasible subtrees. In the anycast text, 

whose sensing content belongs to (11, 15) should be transmitted to N2 as well as N3, as shown in 

Figure 2.1. Though, the necessities in the subtree rooted as N2 is not fulfilled by any of the nodes.  

2.1.1 Philosophical explanation/Analysis of data transmission mechanism 

For urgent data transmission, there are several protocols introduced. In PAT protocol, the sensor 

node sends the request to the sink node for data transmission. Most of the existing works focused 

only on urgent data transmission. But, when compared to the previous works, the proposed work 

differs due to its characteristics. The proposed work transmits both normal data and urgent data. In 

the previous systems, the high priority data only received by the sensor node from the sink node. In 

the priority-based data transmission process, the high priority data is first transmitted by the sensor 

node. In contrast, it blocked the normal data, and this method overcomes network congestion. 

Simultaneously, the normal data are generated at other locations by the sensor nodes. Because of 
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this network blocking, the data cannot be sent by the sensor node in the network [33-34]. The 

normal data packet gets created at this sensor node because of the restricted computation power and 

memory. 

Less memory can prevent the storage of data in the sensor node. The sensor node which generates 

normal data packet may not store in that node because of less memory. In this work, there are three 

steps in the sink node, which recognizes the availability of urgent data in an entire network. If there 

is any urgent data, then the UREQ gets dispatched from the sink node. After that, using the number 

of hops, the UREQ dispersed to the sink node. Together with this, the nodes attached to some data 

are intermediate the sink node. The request UREQ will return to the sink node using the number of 

hops on intermediate sensor nodes. To the request packet, several extra information is attached by 

the middle node like their ID. According to the requested packet’s receipt, the Sink node provided 

a broadcast request instantly that has the intermediate node’s ID information. The requested packet 

is the packet which is received by these intermediate nodes. The sink node verifies the neighbour 

ID with the available blocking request ID at the time of the rest nodes that receive the blocking 

request [35]. 

2.2 Message forwarding in WSN 

In WSN, sending information from one node to another node is an important aspect. In WSN, 

information is in the form of urgent as well as normal data. Speed of message communication is 

considered as one important facet in WSN because sensor network is a very dynamic network. Also, 

it is essential to receive the highest priority data first by the receiver node. Basic message 

forwarding schemes available in WSN are unicast, broadcast and multicast. To satisfy effective 

message forwarding requirements like emergency message dissemination, these schemes can be 

further modified to enhance the speed of message forwarding. Effective communication in this 

research is considered against the time required to reach messages at destination. It also considers 

the sequence of message dissemination with respective time [36].  

2.3 Congestion avoidance in WSN 

In WSNs, congestion is mainly caused due to the resulting causes: buffer overflows, contention 

affected by simultaneous transmissions, and time-varying WCC (Wireless Channel Condition). The 

dual different congestion types are node level (NL) and link-level (LL) congestion [37]. In multi-

hop networks, this NL congestion is common and occurs if the intermediate sensor buffer 

overflows. Also, it results in delivery time and packet loss increase, as the packets have to stay 

inside the intermediate node's queue before they are move to either sink or a node. Furthermore, 

nodes utilize extra energy because of the obligatory rejected packets retransmission. Usually, LL 
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congestion is created due to collisions produced by neighbouring nodes concurrent transmissions. 

This can result in high packet loss because of increased packet time delivery (PTD), packet 

collisions, overall throughput and minimized channel utilization [38]. 

2.4 System modelling 

Before developing or implementing any network, it should be tested with some simple way that is 

call system modelling. System model helps to represent how the system performs when 

implemented. System model comes with testbed, take different parameters and frequently execute 

to analyse with different views.  

 System Models helps by following way: 

1. Helps to test different parameters 

2. Analyse helps to build an efficient system 

3. Make learning system easy  

4. It reduces the cost of actual implementation 

Two modelling approaches are defined: first is the analytical approach, and the second is the 

simulation approach. 

2.4.1 Analytical approach 

In the analytical approach first, understand the system to be implemented, and then this approach 

describes the system mathematically with the help of numerical methods, probabilities etc. This 

approach is simple, small and with understandable proof is guess preferable than simulation. Here, 

models are mathematically traceable and given numerical solutions. To make this model successful 

require lightweight computational efforts.     

This model is cost-effective and also helps to get an abstract view of the components which show 

how different component interact with each other in the system.  

2.4.2 Simulation Approach 

Mostly accepted and widely used model is the Simulation approach. This approach is used in the 

application are manufacturing planning, engineering research, business analysis and biological 

science experimentation, network modelling and many more. Compare to analytical modelling, and 

this model is more presentable and accurate to execute and helps to describe the actual system. 

Suppose the proposed network model is large and complex. In that case, it is very difficult to model 

using an analytical approach, and in contrast, it makes it very easy to implement using a simulation 

approach. The analytical approach becomes unmanageable if the system is complex and large.  
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2.5 Mathematical model 

 It is an abstract design which utilized mathematical language to define the system behaviour. 

Particularly in social sciences, engineering disciplines and natural sciences, this mathematical 

model has been utilized; physicists, engineers, computer scientists, and economists use 

mathematical models most widely. This mathematical model took many forms consists of game-

theoretic models, differential equations, statistical models, or dynamical systems. This section 

briefly explains the mathematical model for each objective. 

2.5.1 Mathematical construct for intelligent PAT algorithm 

For the intelligent PAT system, this section explains the mathematical model. Initially, the 

variables, decision variables, parameters and independent functions are created in which they are 

explained below. 

Variables: 

 The required object position is mentioned as R and is represented by 0],....,2,1[  Rr . 

 Data packet is denoted as P and is represented by 0],....,2,1[  Pp . 

 Level of the hop is mentioned as Q and is represented by 0],....,2,1[  Qq . 

 Sink node is mentioned as S and is represented by 0],....,2,1[  Ss . 

 The required time is denoted as T and is represented by 0],....,2,1[  Tt . 

 End user’s current location is mentioned as C, and it is represented by 0],....,2,1[  Cc . 

 Sensor node’s identity is mentioned as Id, and it is represented by 0],.....,,[ 21  nIIII . 

Decision variables: 

For both urgent and normal data, if sink p )( kS is selected, the value is one or else it is zero. 

Independent function: 

 pqNC node at priority mechanism. 

 Fuzzy interference value pFI for intelligent PAT. 

Parameters: 

 Communication cost per unit of qth hop level at packet “p” at time “t” is mentioned as qptUCC

. 

 The number of level in association with packet “p” at time “t” is mentioned by qptQ . 
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 Communication cost of a single level “q” at time “t” is mentioned as qtCC . 

 The number of data packets forwarded at time “t” is mentioned as tQ . 

 The number of sensor node with unique id at Q level is mentioned as ndI . 

 Request forwarding mechanism is denoted by qR . 

 The urgent message of node is mentioned by qnUREQ . 

 The normal message of node is denoted as qctN . 

 Backup sink node selection at Q level is denoted as upBACK . 

 Backup release network mechanism at Q level is mentioned as releaseBACKUP . 

 Processing capacity at Q level is mentioned by qPROCAP . 

The mathematical equations are given as follows: 

Independent function of sensor node is calculated based on the given below expression. 
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Communication cost of sensor node is calculated based on the given below expression. 
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Data request of intermediate node is calculated as 
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Identity comparison of sensor node is mentioned as 
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Sink node collection is mentioned as  
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Backup sink node selection is performed based on the given below expression. 
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The backup release is mentioned as 
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Normal data of the sensor node is mentioned as  
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Urgent data of the sensor node is mentioned as  
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Total data transmission is mentioned in the given below formula. 
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2.6 Significance of EPAT in WSN 

The urgent data transfer is very much essential in WSN. So, we study the PAT in which when 

end nodes detects any urgent data, and they perform three steps broadcast block message. Its 

broadcast urgent data detection message to the neighboring node then this node stops transmitting 

normal start to send urgent data through a dedicated path after data transmission node are free to 

send normal data. Still, we propose nPAT in which while urgent transmission data through the 

dedicated  path, rearing nodes which are not in the dedicated path they start sending normal data 

side by side to the next-hop level node of the sink.  When urgent data transmission complete sink 
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node or master node becomes free at that time node present at a next-hop level of sink transmit 

normal data to sink, it increases the performance of the system. 

2.6.1 Why EPAT for message transmission 

1. Only emergency data transfer    

2. Loss of data    

PAT whenever we revisited by  

 To adding a process  priority  

 To add Time-division Method  avoid  packet loss  

So we can achieve 

• To increase the packet delivery ratio 

• To reduces packet loss ratio 

2.6.2 Basic EPAT algorithm 

The steps involved in EPAT algorithm are given below. 

 The transmission urgent data recognition text is sent to entire the neighbouring nodes 

if it detects the urgent data. 

 If urgent data is detected, then the path tree will be created especially to transmit urgent 

data. 

 If normal data is detected, then firstly, priority has to be checked of the packet. The 

packet can be transmitted priority wise. 

 The alternate path nodes are used to transmit the normal data, and for urgent data 

transmission, these nodes were not available in the dedicated path.  

 Therefore, various paths are chosen to transmit the normal and the urgent data to the 

forwarding hop towards the master node. Apply Time-division multiple access (TDMA) scheduling 

methods. 

 After that, apply optimization and Fuzzy rule. 

 The sink node is free for receiving the normal data after the completion of urgent data 

transmission. 

2.7 Message forwarding approaches 

This section briefly explains a different kind of message forwarding techniques in WSN.  

2.7.1 Flooding 

In WSN framework, flooding is a kind of message forwarding scheme which communicate 

messages in the network. The node sends information or messages to neighbouring nodes in this 
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system. After that, the receiver nodes send the same message to the next node. This process is 

stopped when the entire node receives the same information. This mechanism is better for less 

number and sparse network. Message redundancy, collision and contention are faced by the dense 

networks [39].  

2.7.2 Probabilistic scheme 

It broadcast messages with some fixed probability, and it avoids collision, contention and redundant 

messages in the network. Probability of receiving the same packet is less in a sparse network. It 

works like flooding in case the probability is increased. As compared to the sparse network, its 

performance is superior in the dense network [40]. 

2.7.3 Counter based technique 

The counter records the redundant texts. If redundant text is achieved, it increments the counter one 

by one. With threshold value, the count value is compared, if it is minimum, it will forward the 

document; otherwise, the packet is discarded [41]. 

2.7.4 Distance-based scheme 

It considers the distance of neighbouring node. If nodes are at threshold distances, then the message 

is forwarded by the sender; otherwise, it ignores the message [42].  

2.7.5 Location-based scheme 

Based on the sender location, the coverage area is measured initially. A node ignores the packet if 

it received from a node in a smaller area than the threshold; otherwise, the packet will be broadcast 

[43]. 

2.7.6 Neighbour knowledge methods 

In this scheme, the table is maintained for storing neighbouring nodes information. A node will 

decide to forward and retaining packets based on information available in the table. To obtain 

neighbouring node information, each node forward hello packets using their neighbours to obtain 

present information. Received data is stored in their table for future by each node. This method is 

relying on the hello packet exchange. If the time duration between nodes is short, the collision and 

contention have happened, and if the time duration is high, then it destroys the network performance 

because of the mobility [44]. 

2.7.7 Relevance based approach 

In this approach relevance of message is decided. If the message is relevant and important only then 

it is forwarded to the next node. As low priority messages are discarded from sending it to save 
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time. The relevance of messages is decided by node context, message context, and information 

context [45]. 

2.7.8 An adaptive BP (Broadcast Protocol) 

This scheme is suggested to enhance message reliability in WSNs. Adaptive BP has to face 

numerous challenges like no priority mechanism, hidden node problem for providing reliable 

broadcast. To analyse the Network congestion, sequence numbers of packets are useful. Nodes get 

dynamically adjusted using the sequence number. Similarly, performance is also improved [46].  

2.8 Proposed protocol and System architecture 

The proposed system architecture is as shown in Figure 2.2. Objectives set for research work is 

implemented in the form of new protocols derived to solve different issues in WSN. Transmission 

of urgent as well as normal data is the first objective. Reliable data transmission and congestion 

avoidance is the second objective of the research. Congestion control mechanism based on the first 

two objectives is the third research objective.  

Load simulator Load scenario Load Simulation parameters

Priority of messages

Apply TDMA scheduling method

Transmits urgent data as well as normal 

data

Selective Packet Discarding for unwanted 

data removal

Optimization method

Fuzzy rule

Broadcast urgent data detection message

Data priority and TDMA method

Optimization technique and Fuzzy rule

NS-2 Simulator

Modified PAT 

algorithm
nPDNC algorithm EPAT algorithm

 

Figure 2.2 Proposed system architecture 
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Proposed system architecture highlights this set of protocols and steps for implementing this 

scheme/protocol.  

2.9 Conclusion 

Efficient message transmission and congestion avoidance of WSN are detailed in this chapter. The 

modelling approach is discussed for research work. This chapter also explains the mathematical 

model of data transmission in WSN. Both simulation and analytical approach are explained in this 

chapter. Significance of data transmission for our research is decided. Finally, the system 

architecture of each objective is designed and explained.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


